
HYDROGEN EXCHANGE BEFORE DISSOCIATION IN THE PHOTOLYSIS OF ACETALDEHYDE: A NON-TRANSITION STATE MECHANISM.B.R. HEAZLEWOOD, D. ANDREWS, A.T. MACCARONE, M.T.J. JORDAN and S.H. KABLE, SCHOOLOF CHEMISTRY, UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY, SYDNEY, NSW, 2006, AUSTRALIA.Non-transition state (TS) reation mehanisms ontinue to attrat a great deal of attention, experimentally and theoretially, beausethey hallenge the paradigms of kineti theories. The �roaming� mehanism was �rst desribed 5 years ago in the photolysis of H2CO.aIt was originally desribed as a non-TS mehanism, although reent work has haraterized a �roaming� TS, whih is very �at, andwithout a well-de�ned struture. In addition, roaming reations may re-ross this TS many times in an exursion from reatant toprodut and so onventional TS theories are still inadequate for prediting the rate of suh reations. Photolysis of the more omplexaetaldehyde (CH3CHO) has proven to be a benhmark moleule for studies of roaming beause the higher moleular omplexity, andthe near energeti equivalene of the TS to CH4 + CO and the C-C bond leavage to CH3 + HCO produes a muh higher �ux ofroaming reations.bIn this seminar, we shall present experimental results on the photolysis of isotopially-labeled aetaldehyde, CD3CHO, and, hopefully,CH3CDO. Photolysis of CD3CHO is shown to produe almost 10% of the radial �ux as DCO produts. We have performed ab initioalulations of the ritial points on the global C2, D3, H, O potential energy surfae at energies below the experimental photolysisenergy, revealing several pathways to DCO produts. From these theoretial energies, vibrational frequenies and rotational onstantswe have alulated RRKM rates for eah forward and reverse reation on this surfae. A master equation analysis of the produt ratespredits that the yield of DCO, via these onventional TS pathways, should only be < 0:1%, whih is about two orders of magnitudeless than observed experimentally. We have not inluded the known roaming pathway to CH4 + CO, but that would only redue the DCOprodut. The mehanism for the observed DCO prodution is at the present time unknown, but we hypothesise that another roaming-typemehanism might ef�iently exhange the H and D atoms, produing a transient CD2HCDO intermediate whih then dissoiates in aonventional mehanism to produe CD2H + DCO.aD. Townsend, et al., Siene 306, 1159, (2004)bB. R. Heazlewood, et al., Pro. Nat. Aad. Si., USA 105, 12719, (2008)


